You are here...at the Crossroads...

***

As Examples Mount, Sanders Campaign Accuses Corporate Media of ‘Deliberate Attempt to Erase Bernie’

“All of these examples are no accident,” said campaign speechwriter David Sirota. “But here’s some news: We’re not being erased. We’re going to win.”

“Sirot highlighted what he described as a widening “divide between The Actual Polls and The Media’s Manufactured Narrative.”

The polls, Sirota noted, show Sanders is leading in New Hampshire, in second place and gaining momentum (pdf) in Iowa, in second place and surging in the key battleground state of Michigan, and the only 2020 Democrat leading President Donald Trump in Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Michigan.”

...remember, you are not being told the truth by the media, Bernie is the Real Deal, he is no fake or a converted something or other, he has been this way his whole life, what you see and hear is the truth of him and it is what you’ll get, a chance of living life on a livable planet...

...I think the rest of this page is a very good reason to make sure Bernie is our next President...

***

18 U.S. Code § 2381 - Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title but not less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.

Why the Impeachment Fight Is Even Scarier Than You Think

Political scientists have studied what our democracy is going through. It usually doesn’t end well.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/10/31/regime-cleavage-229895

…I strongly recommend you read this link…it is brief and written to highlight the basic’s, in doing so it leaves a lot to be discovered and discussed but in the end only The Constitution matters as well as the rule of Law, the separations of power(s), the democratic institutions and their norms…parties, labels, ideologies, right, center, left, independent, red, blue, whatever, they do not matter…two members of my family signed The Constitution Signing Family Members, this is in my blood, my DNA and what I see today is disgusting at the minimum and grossly absurd, those that claim to be on the “right” or “conservative” or “republican” are lying, they are Fascists and are refusing to uphold the Constitution, some even threaten civil war if you can imagine that, this makes them by their words and deeds Traitors…

Regime Cleavages and Democratic Imperfections
https://tompepinsky.com/blog/

…with this blog posting the author of the Politico article expands on the theme with an example that is a very teachable moment and I suggest reading his blog
as well…

***

Kellyanne Conway just rejected democracy

…and the author states…

“The point is this: remember that nothing, ever, that goes against the interests of Donald Trump will be pronounced legitimate by anyone who works for Donald Trump—at least if they want their employment to continue. There is no principle of democracy or constitutionality they won’t throw overboard in service to their overlord. Any journalists interacting with a Trump employee who don’t recognize that will be unable to do their job effectively. And that describes too many in our media today.”

***

Experts on Trump’s conduct: ‘Plainly an abuse of power, plainly impeachable’

Republicans may argue Trump’s actions were not impeachable – but scholars say it’s a solid example of a high crime


“‘In this case, Trump is literally holding the independence of another country hostage to his own political interests. Not only is that contemptible, and in many ways more contemptible than what Nixon did, but I think it’s also true, and we’ve heard a lot of testimony about this over the past couple of weeks, that what he was doing is endangering an American policy objective, the whole framework of containment of Russian expansionism, the bedrock of our policy in eastern Europe for the last 70 years.” “Frank O Bowman III, author of High Crimes and Misdemeanors: A History of Impeachment for the Age of Trump and a professor at the University of Missouri school of law”

***

REPORT: Kushner OK’d Khashoggi Arrest, Turkey Heard Call & Blackmailed Trump over Syrian Troops

…is this true? do you want it to be true? should it be true? yes it’s a hot item right
now but where are the verification(s)? I would like to see them…

***

…this ought to catch your eye…

“Donald Trump spoke at a rally in Kentucky on Monday in support of incumbent governor Matt Bevin. He berated the press, had journalists from the Washington Post removed from the rally, and alluded to spending another 15 years in office.”


***

Trump goes full White (Nationalist) History Month during Native American Heritage Month

…please scroll through the tabs in the title bar to find out how this pertains to me personally…reading this has made me very ill…from even before t___p was sworn into office he was not in compliance with the Constitution he was to swear to uphold, he has never been in compliance and refuses to do so…he cares not a wit about our country, it’s citizens, it’s institutions and it’s norms of behavior, at every turn he causes disruption and divisiveness, it is aim to destroy all that we are…yes please study everything here, some histories, the documents and learn what a negative force he is on our well being, on our future, he is obviously very sick and demented and needs professional intervention immediately if not sooner…

***

…the rise of the right, the extreme right and fascists is seemingly everywhere and it is something to be very afraid of, Hitler belongs in that category if you need a clue as to what it all means…

Germany: Dresden declares ‘Nazi emergency’

“One of the great American industrialists of our day—a man who has rendered yeoman service to his country in this crisis-recently emphasized the grave dangers of “rightist reaction” in this Nation. All clear-thinking businessmen share his concern. Indeed, if such reaction should develop—if history were to repeat itself and we were to return to the so-called “normalcy” of the 1920’s—then it is certain that even though we shall have conquered our enemies on the battlefields abroad, we shall have yielded to the spirit of Fascism here at home.” …FDR 1944 … FDR’s 2nd Bill of Rights & Bernie’s Green New Deal …for a look at what is driving all of this I suggest you read my page “Hate is a disease” Hate is a disease …

Nazi-Normalizing Barf Journalism in the Trump Era

Again and again during Trump’s presidency, corporate media have fallen over themselves to find acceptable ways to describe utterly unacceptable behavior, policies and decisions—none more so than the New York Times.


***

...humor makes the wounds not hurt so much and Trevor does it best...don’t get me wrong, this hurts a great deal but if I can’t laugh I’ll crack...thanks Trevor...

Trump Pressures Ukraine to Investigate Biden & Impeachment Looms | The Daily Show

...and while t____p is trashing America he is trashing the planet as well, in a time
when we all need to be working together all across the globe to respond the climate emergency shit-for-brains is tearing us apart with his abysmal excuse for a brain, he is a threat to every living thing on this planet and is making our time here shorter and shorter and shorter, just read the climate emergency pages and see...here are a few headlines from Commondreams for you to read...just click on the link and go for it...

...https://www.commondreams.org/

Delivering ‘Catastrophic Message in a Moment of Great Urgency,’ Trump Formally Begins Ditching Paris Climate Deal

“President Trump’s decision to walk away from the Paris agreement is irresponsible and shortsighted.”

Report Shows How World’s Top Capitalists Driving Humanity ‘Head-On Into’ Global Climate Emergency

The world’s leading asset managers, with trillions of dollars under their direction, continue to vote down efforts to address the crisis.

Naomi Klein and Youth Environmental Leaders to Join Sanders and Ocasio-Cortez in Iowa for Climate Crisis Summit

“We’ve never seen something like this in U.S. history. In 2020, Green New Deal voters could determine who wins the Iowa caucuses, and from there the presidency.”

***
Donald Trump again threatens California with a cutoff of federal aid as wildfires burn

...a direct threat against fellow countrymen, what? think about that, cutting food stamps for children, think about that, wanting eliminate kids school lunch programs, think about that, wanting to eliminate the ACA so people don’t have healthcare, think about that...it isn’t about money, it is about being evil, about hate, about everyone bowing to him, about being in total control, he is so out of control he is hurting people, fellow citizens...he is violently ill, a sociopath, a clear and present danger...

New Study Shows Why Trump Plan to Gut Food Stamps ‘Will Literally Result in More People Dying’

“At a time when we’re thinking about restricting access to SNAP and its generosity, our [study] speaks to the importance of SNAP to such basic outcomes as mortality,” said study co-author Colleen Heflin.


Trump team seeks to ‘modernize’ national parks, with wifi and Amazon deliveries

Parks one of many government resources Trump has sought to privatize, including the US postal service, airports and
…if it is one thing we are learning all too late is that planet is fragile and so there are still those that want to walk all over the flowers, gladly the Earth is fighting back and we won’t be trampling the flowers much longer…and here is the article and science to support my statement…get ready for the Great Dying, you’ll be a part of it…

**Climate crisis: 11,000 scientists warn of ‘untold suffering’**

Statement sets out ‘vital signs’ as indicators of magnitude of the climate emergency

…click on this picture and make it full size, take a good, long, in depth look at what is inside and see…